
Summer
Week 9 lesson 4

Can I write a poem?



Fast Five
You have 5 minutes to make as many words as you can using the letters from:

E.g act

Fascinating



How many did you find from the word FASCINATING

act    tin staining is

ant sin giants saga

sing nit gifts scant

tan sat sting fang

saint infants tags fanatics

gain fainting at antics



Today you will be using your plan to write your 
sound poem
Make sure you have your plan to help you write your poem.

Maybe you have heard other sounds in your home … take a 
few minutes now to have a listen.  

REMEMBER: It is okay to change your plan if you have a 
better idea



Your first stanza is ...

As I walked in the door today

I sat upon the ground

I sat so still and didn’t sway

And listened to the sounds



I need help please ...
The sounds I heard in my lounge were:

The cars driving past 

My cat scratching the chair

The clock hands ticking

 ______________________________

What words could I use to rhyme with the last word on 
the second line?



I’ve had a good think and come up with:
The cars driving past 

My cat scratching the chair (there, where, hair, care, bear, compare, wear etc.)

The clock hands ticking by

On the watch I wear

I am sure you came up with some great ones too - email 
year4@monkwickjunior.school to share



My third stanza is from my kitchen ...
The spinning of the washing machine

The oven humming too

The kettle coming to the boil

Simba crunching on his chew

Rhyming words 

Four lines

A good rhythm



My final one is from my bathroom

The water running in the bath

The bubbles pop and glow

Can’t wait to get in and have a scrub

Will I relax? Who knows!

 



My sound poem
As I walked in the door today

I sat upon the ground

I sat so still and didn’t sway

And listened to the sounds

The cars driving past 

My cat scratching the chair

The clock hands ticking by

On the watch I wear



The spinning of the washing machine

The oven humming too

The kettle coming to the boil

Simba crunching on his chew

The water running in the bath

The bubbles pop and glow

Can’t wait to get in and have a scrub

Will I relax? Who knows!



Now it’s your turn
Remember that tomorrow you are going to be performing your poem to an 
audience (someone at home) so make it interesting, make it fun and enjoy it!

RED TASK: Use your sounds from yesterday to create  2 stanzas (or  3 stanzas if 
you completed the fantasy room challenge)

YELLOW TASK: Use your sounds from the 3 locations (collected yesterday) to 
write 3 stanzas (or 4 if you completed the fantasy room challenge)

GREEN TASK: Use the sounds you collected to write 4 stanzas (you would have 
completed the challenge task too)


